
THESIS THEME CUSTOMER SUPPORT

Need help with the Focus WordPress Theme, or just want to connect with others in Visit the DIYthemes Forums to find
official solutions for Focus and Thesis.

I had some issues with my Lates Blog Posts there was always an empty space in displaying them and within
minutes I already got the solution! Save your post, and if you are displaying Teasers anywhere on your site,
you should notice the thumbnails appearing next to the teaser text already. This will result in two files
downloaded to your computer. Wp Thesis Skins worked with me every step of the way customizing every
detail as I requested, no matter how big or small, until the site was perfect. That said, Phillip was extremely
helpful and responsive. And more importantly, this means you need to make sure your site is fast. This is the
basic method in Thesis of adding any content beyond what wordpress automatically generates. Holly Gonnella
workthatsells. The problem is done with now. You need simplicity. I investigated a lot and finally landed at
wpthesisskins. With the new Thesis theme, designing is much more difficult for a novice. I had some
questions on some custom css and he helped me right away! It shows in everything you do. Place these styles
in your custom. So I contracted Wp Thesis Skins to do the customizations for me, in order to get site exactly
as I envisioned it. Buythesisskins gives you a wonderful support with SEO guide for your site. Combine this
tip with the last one about removing hooks, and you could kill the Thesis navbar altogether and replace it with
your own hand-coded nav! How do you display another navbar somewhere else without screwing up the first
one? Install it, activate it, and go to the plugin settings page. Mia Staysko livingfengshui. This skin has made it
very easy to design and it looks sharp. Quick Email Support Everyone likes quick support and email is one of
a sudden process, we offers you that. I had them customize my header and they did this for me immediately.
Of course! Everybody did 10 years ago, but that was before social media feeds took over. They offer a wider
range of Thesis 2. Really, you can insert any chunk of html you can dream up. I highly recommend these skins
for your website. What clinched the deal for me was the opt-in boxes in 3 locations. Now, people browse
social media feeds instead of websites. Use the image upload buttons while editing a post to upload a picture,
and copy the direct link to the file you just uploaded. If you want to manually retrieve these pictures
somewhere else featured posts, sidebars, etc. The customer service has been stellar. If you place an absolute
URL to any image even ones you have uploaded already in your post content , Thesis will associate that
picture with the post, generate a thumbnail version automatically, and you can retrieve that picture anywhere
you want. Mostly, I think the skin is really thought-out, comes loaded with everything I need, and has a
contemporary design that really lets my content shine through.


